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Grand Prix drivers know better than to rely on "feel" alone when changing gear. They 
want to know the exact R.P.M. at any time so their gear movements are dead right no 
matter what the surface, the terrain, the climate. 

If you want the same command over your car that the racing driver has over his, if you 
want maximum performance from your engine, and a new delight in precision driving, 
you want a Tacho. And here from Smiths is the tops in Tacho's-the new electronic 
Impulse Tachometer that is a handsome, superbly accurate instrument, easily fitted to 
an existing dashboard. It costs only £16.10.0 (plus tax}-not much to pay for the chance 
of increasing motoring skill, and motoring pleasure too. 

1/ you're experienced enough to take advantage of a SMITHS 
tachometer, you might be interested in SMITHS other 
supplementary instruments, and the attractive sub-panels 
designed for mounting them below your dashboard. .....11lK_n .. n'_~IIIUI!)UIIII" 
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